How to Read
Segmentation Profile Bar Chart—Variable
The segmentation profile of a variable, based on the segmentation system chosen in your current workspace. (This example uses PRIZM Premier.)
Helps answer the questions: What is the segment profile of a survey variable? Which segments are more likely to watch baseball games? What are
the top 3 segments, by index, for visiting a social media site?
It is important to note the distinction between household-based profiles, denoted with
an (H), and adult profiles, denoted with an (A). Both household and adult profiles are
based to segment household counts. Some adult profiles will show a higher count of
users than the household count, and thus, the percentages in some reports, and the
percent penetrations in others, will appear greater than 100 percent. The best way to
interpret these adult profiles is to use the index metric or to rank the segments by
percent composition.

The bar chart represents the
Index value. An Index of 100 is
average. Indices above 100 are
above average or overrepresented. Indices below 100
are below average or underrepresented.
Target Segments are usually
identified by selecting segments
with significant % and high
indices.

SG (Social Group): Classification and ranking of urbanity and affluence (e.g., U1 - Urban Uptown, T4 - Rustic Living).
LG (Lifestage Group): Classification and ranking of status, age of household maintainer, and age of children (e.g., Y2 - Young Achievers, M4 - Sustaining Seniors).
Code: Segment Code. Ranking is based on affluence of the segment. Affluence includes: income, education, net worth, household size, etc.
Name: Descriptive name to evoke an image of the segment.
Variable (Visit YouTube.com) Household Count
Count:
1,992
Adults in the Las Vegas trade area classified as
Segment 1 Upper Crust who visited YouTube.com
%:
0.23
Segment 1 represents 0.23% of the number of adults most
likely to do the behavior.
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Las Vegas (households)

÷

÷

Base Count
2,348
Number of Households in the Las Vegas trade
area classified Segment 1 Upper Crust
Base %:
0.29
Segment 1 represents .29% of Las Vegas households
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% Pen:
84.84
Segment 1 has a market penetration of 84.84%. That is,
in all 2,348 Segment 1 households in the Las Vegas trade
area, there are 1,992 adults who are likely to visit YouTube.com.

× 100

Index:

78

× 100 Segment 1 is 22% [100 minus 78] less likely to visit
YouTube.com than Las Vegas overall.
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How to Read
Segmentation Profile Bar Chart—Variable
The segmentation profile of a variable, based on the segmentation system chosen in your current workspace. (This example uses PRIZM Premier.)
Helps answer the questions: What is the segment profile of a survey variable? Which segments are more likely to watch baseball games? What are
the top 3 segments, by index, for visiting a social media site?
It is important to note the distinction between household-based
profiles, denoted with an (H), and adult profiles, denoted with an (A).
Both household and adult profiles are based to segment household
counts. Household profiles will not exceed 100%. They represent
estimated counts of households exhibiting the behavior for that
segment.

The bar chart represents the
Index value. An Index of 100 is
average. Indices above 100 are
above average or overrepresented. Indices below 100
are below average or underrepresented.
Target Segments are usually
identified by selecting segments
with significant % and high
indices.

SG (Social Group): Classification and ranking of urbanity and affluence (e.g., U1 - Urban Uptown, T4 - Rustic Living).
LG (Lifestage Group): Classification and ranking of status, age of household maintainer, and age of children (e.g., Y2 - Young Achievers, M4 - Sustaining Seniors).
Code: Segment ranking includes income, education, low-income indicator, dwelling value, net worth, discretionary income, household size.
Name: Descriptive name to evoke an image of the segment.
Variable (Visit YouTube.com) Household Count
Count:
2,205
Households in the Las Vegas trade area classified as
Segment 1 Upper Crust who have internet access
%:
0.32
Segment 1 represents 0.32% of the number of households
most likely to do the behavior.
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Las Vegas (households)

÷

÷

Base Count
2,348
Number of Households in the Las Vegas trade
area classified Segment 1 Upper Crust
Base %:
0.29
Segment 1 represents .29% of Las Vegas households
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× 100

% Pen:
93.90
Segment 1 has a market penetration of 93.90%. That is,
of all 2,348 Segment 1 households in the Las Vegas, 2,205
of them are likely to have internet access.
Index:

109

× 100 Segment 1 is 9% [100 plus 9] more likely to have
internet access than Las Vegas overall.
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